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Abstract

There is comparatively little empirical evidence 
regarding the impacts of cross border business 
cycle fluctuations on metropolitan housing mar-
kets located near international boundaries. This 
study examines the impacts of economic condi-
tions in Mexico on sales of existing single-fami-
ly houses in El Paso, Texas. Anecdotal evidence 
suggests that these impacts are fairly notable. 
Annual frequency data from the University 
of Texas at El Paso Border Region Modeling 
Project are used to test this possibility. Results 
indicate that solid empirical evidence of such a 
linkage is elusive.

Keywords: border, business cycles, border housing 
markets.

Resumen

Existe relativamente poca evidencia empírica so-
bre el impacto de las fluctuaciones económicas 
transfronterizas en mercados de vivienda me-
tropolitanas ubicadas en límites internacionales. 
Este estudio considera los impactos potenciales 
de condiciones económicas en México sobre 
ventas de casas mono-estructurales previamen-
te construidas en El Paso, Texas. La evidencia 
sugiere que estos efectos suelen ser importantes. 
Para poner a prueba esta hipótesis, se emplean 
datos de frecuencia anual del  University of 
Texas at El Paso Border Region Modeling. Los 
resultados econométricos indican que la eviden-
cia empírica sólida de tales vínculos económicos 
transfronterizos es mínima.

Palabras clave: frontera, fluctuaciones económi-
cas, mercados de vivienda fronterizas.
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Introduction1

Housing plays a major role in the El Paso economy. A house purchase is 
the largest single consumer transaction that the majority of El Pasoans 
make and it represents the greatest portion of non-human wealth for most 
of these households. New residential construction expenditures in 2002 
in El Paso totaled approximately $380 million. Collectively, the nearly 183 
thousand existing single-family housing units in El Paso were worth more 
than $16 billion in 2002 (Fullerton and Tinajero, 2003).

These figures underscore the importance of the housing market for 
the El Paso economy. Analysis of the possible wealth effects associated with 
changes in financial variables on housing can deepen our understanding of 
the fundamentals of the El Paso economy. Such knowledge may be helpful 
in forecasting future sales and contribute to a better understanding of the 
relationships among financial variables, home prices, and local economic 
performance. Housing is an expensive, durable, and heterogeneous good, 
whose purchase requires a considerable down payment. Its heterogeneity 
prevents the development of an organized commodity market in the sense 
of a quoted price for a homogenous unit such as wheat or sugar.

Not surprisingly, accurate price information is almost always costly 
(Smith, Rosen, and Fallis, 1988). Prior research indicates that variables 
such as mortgage rates, real personal disposable income, unemployment, 
prior period home sales, and migration may play important roles in ex-
plaining behavior the of the El Paso real estate market (Fullerton, 2001). 
Changes in the returns on financial instruments in both the United States 
and Mexico may also affect market conditions in this border economy. 

1     Acknowledgements: Financial support for this research was provided by El Paso Electric 
Company, Hunt Communities LLC, Hunt Building Corporation, Wells Fargo Bank of El Paso, 
JPMorgan Chase Bank, and the James Foundation Scholarship Fund. Helpful comments and 
suggestions were provided by Roberto Tinajero, Brian Kelley, Pat Eason, Angel Molina, and Dave 
Schauer. Econometric research assistance was provided by Karen Fierro and Emmanuel Villalobos.
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Such factors can affect activity as well as prices in the housing market. 
Given the potential wealth effects from both countries on the El Paso hous-
ing market, empirical research on the possible linkages between them may 
prove useful.

The major purpose of this study is to examine the effects of changes 
in financial variables on the El Paso residential real estate market. The 
analysis utilizes a data set that includes prices for new and existing houses, 
plus sales of existing single-family units. Several statistical and economet-
ric testing methods are employed. Section two provides an overview of 
related studies. Section three outlines data and methods. Empirical results 
are reported in Section four. Section five provides concluding comments 
and suggestions for future research.

Literature Review

Studies conducted to evaluate the relationship between financial variables 
and housing market conditions have been primarily carried out at the na-
tional level with fewer studies at the regional level. Variables such as mort-
gage rates, household income, unemployment levels, and demographics 
have been found to play important roles in housing markets. Studies that 
analyze wealth effects of financial variables on housing demand and prices 
have concentrated on the equity market returns more than other variables 
(Ullah and Zhou, 2003; Jud and Winkler, 2002).

Reichert (1990) suggests that housing policy and research should take 
into consideration both national factors as well as regional trends in in-
come, employment and key demographic characteristics by dividing the 
United States into at least four broad regions. Hence, once a general fore-
cast of the national macroeconomy is established, then trends in the level 
and composition of population shifts, the general direction of employ-
ment rates, and likely changes in permanent income should be considered 
on a regional basis.

Consistent with that approach, Bonnie (1998) argues that macroeco-
nomic factors such as monetary and fiscal policies are important determi-
nants of national and regional housing prices. Of course, economic theory 
predicts that housing prices and stocks of houses are positively related to 
economic cycles. Individual housing markets are first influenced, there-
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fore, by general developments and tendencies in the national economy. 
Both contractionary and expansionary phases of national economic cycles 
have profound effects on regional housing markets because they affect 
personal incomes and mortgage rates. Schwab (1983) states that the pur-
chase of most owner-occupied housing in the United States is financed by 
conventional mortgages, annuities that specify terms, principal amounts, 
nominal interest rates, and constant nominal payments such that the present 
values of the stream of real payments is equal to the amounts loaned.

McGibany and Nourzad (2004) analyze long- and short-run relation-
ships between prices of newly constructed houses and mortgage rates. Re-
sults in that study indicate that housing prices and mortgage rates are 
non-stationary, but co-integrated. Contrary to earlier studies, the estimates 
uncover virtually no short-term relationship between mortgage rates and 
housing prices. Over the long-run, however, the study finds a mortgage 
rate elasticity of housing prices of –0.0789.

Harris (1989) conducts an empirical study in an effort to examine the 
role of appreciation expectations in overcoming the negative effects of 
nominal mortgage interest rates. That paper finds that real rate of interest 
is the primary mechanism affecting the changes in housing price levels. It 
further states that if nominal rates and inflationary expectations rise by 
an identical amount, leaving the real rate constant, real prices are unaf-
fected. Schwab (1983) also finds that effect of changes in expected infla-
tion is small relative to changes in real rates and concludes that demand 
for housing is not a function of the nominal rate.

Carliner (1973) examines the income elasticity of housing demand in 
the United States for homeowners and renters. Results indicate that using 
permanent income rather than current income leads to higher elasticity es-
timates. Moreover, the income elasticity of housing demand is less than 
unity. Similarly Follain (1979) analyzes the income elasticites of housing 
demand by low- and high-income households. Income elasticities are 
found to be less than unity for almost all groups included in the sample. 
In addition, housing demand of high-income households is found to be 
more sensitive to changes in permanent income than it is for low-income 
households.

Reichert (1990) includes measures of both transitory and permanent 
income in housing demand functions. Results indicate that, at the national 
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level, a 1 percent change in permanent income results in a 3.78 percent 
change in the general level of housing prices. Regional data in the study 
also confirm the relationship between permanent income and housing 
prices. Haurin and Gill (1987) analyze the effects of uncertain future in-
come on the demand for owner occupied housing. Consistent with the 
permanent income hypothesis, increased uncertainty about future income 
reduces housing expenditures. The estimated income elasticity of housing 
demand is 0.75, less then unity and consistent with earlier estimates.

Hendershott and Abraham (1992) focus on the patterns and deter-
minants of metropolitan house prices between 1977 and 1991 in 29 cit-
ies across the United States. Real income growth and employment rates 
are identified as the major forces that drive hosing prices. Hendershott 
and Abraham (1996) defines two groups of variables, one that accounts 
for changes in equilibrium price level and another that explains devia-
tions from the equilibrium price. The former group includes real income 
growth, real construction costs, and real after-tax financing costs. The lat-
ter group consists of lagged real appreciation and the difference between 
the actual and equilibrium real house price levels. Results indicate that 
deviation from the equilibrium exercises a small effect on housing prices, 
reflective of the durable nature of dwelling structures.

Chen (2004) interprets the findings of an econometric model developed 
by Economy.com based on Abraham and Hendershott (1996). The model 
includes both an equilibrium price and a cyclical price. The cyclical equa-
tion is utilized to explain deviations from the equilibrium price and these 
deviations are driven by factors such as joblessness and changing mort-
gage rates. The most important explanatory variable in the equilibrium 
price equation is real per capita disposable income. A higher jobless rate 
is found to put downward pressure on housing demand and results in 
slower price growth.

Numerous research efforts also highlight the influence of demographic 
factors on housing demand and prices. According to Reichert (1990), popu-
lation growth puts direct pressure on the demand for housing services. 
That effect becomes more pronounced when the majority of population 
growth is in the home buying age group with significant income. Copazza, 
Hendershott, Mack and, Mayer (2002) examine the single-family house 
price dynamics in 62 U.S. metropolitan areas during the 1979-1995 pe-
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riod. That study estimates a population elasticity of real house prices of 
0.15.

Mankiw and Weil (1989) also evaluate the effects of population changes 
on housing demand and prices by focusing on baby boom and bust periods 
observed in the United States. Although population changes caused by high 
and low birth rates may not have immediate effects on housing demand 
and prices, they can have lagged effects. A 1 percent increase in housing 
demand is found to generate a 5.3 percent increase in the real price of 
housing at the national level. Large demographic changes are thus found 
to induce potentially large swings in housing prices.

The degree to which demographic factors can affect housing demand 
and real housing prices has been the subject of much debate. Accurate 
housing price forecasts are difficult to develop due to at least three impor-
tant factors. First, the long-run supply of housing is fairly elastic. Second, 
while occasionally subject to persistent disequilibria, housing markets are 
in some ways relatively efficient. Third, simulation outcomes can be very 
sensitive to model specifications (Woodward, 1991). Hendershott (1991) 
states that historical model fits are not always good enough to explain 
housing market behavior over extended periods. Holland (1991) also 
points out that while demographic changes frequently affect housing in-
vestment, housing prices are also influenced by numerous other variables 
that cause variations in overall market conditions.

Goetzmann (1993) analyzes the behavior of returns on single-family 
homes as assets in investment portfolios. The return on a single-family 
home investment is defined as the difference between purchase and sales 
prices. One finding of the study is that correlations among returns on 
home investment and other financial assets such as stocks, bonds, and 
treasury bills vary from region to region and are negative for almost all re-
gions. For example, in Dallas, the correlation between the S&P500 index 
and single-family dwelling units is found to be 0.01 while it is –0.18, -0.11, 
and –0.04 for Atlanta, Chicago, and San Francisco respectively.

He (2002) examines the effects of real stock returns on home sales 
segmented into existing and new home markets. Because potential home-
owners are constrained by down payment and mortgage loan qualification 
requirements, increases in current wealth should facilitate house purchas-
ing process. Consistent with earlier studies, results are not identical across 
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regions. At the national level, regression coefficients on mortgage rates, 
real disposable personal income, and unemployment level are statistically 
significant for sales of both new and existing homes. Changes in real stock 
returns are found to affect home sales and also increase the explanatory 
power of the model. Moreover, they are also found to exercise a lagged 
effect on sales of existing homes via changes in the level of consumer con-
fidence.

Green (2002) focuses on California in a study of the wealth effects of 
variations in stock prices on housing prices. Empirical findings indicate 
that for changes in equity values to have measurable impacts on consump-
tion, stock holdings must be widespread, variations in stock prices must 
be unanticipated, and fluctuations in stock prices must be the result of 
something other than a change in the discount rate. In Northern Califor-
nia, where it is reasonable to expect all three conditions to hold, evidence 
is uncovered that house prices are affected by changes in stock returns. 
More specifically, for the San Jose area, where the wealth effect is expected 
to be relatively stronger, it is estimated that a 1 percent increase in the value 
of the Russell 2000 Index would lead to 0.88 percent increase in house 
prices after 1 year. For San Francisco, the housing price response is only 
0.22 percent. In Southern California, where the three conditions are not 
met, the wealth effect in question is found to be relatively unimportant.

Ullah and Zhou (2003) investigate the dynamic relationships among 
three housing market variables (median sales prices of existing single fam-
ily units, 30-year effective mortgage rates, and sales) and the general stock 
market. A strong and positive relationship between New York Stock Ex-
change (nyse) value-weighted portfolio returns and housing sales is report-
ed. Consistent with the wealth effect hypothesis, the nyse value-weighted 
portfolio returns are further reported to have a significant effect on prices. 
Jud and Winkler (2002) examine housing price growth dynamics in metro-
politan areas across the United States. Housing price appreciation is found 
to be strongly influenced by population, income, construction costs, inter-
est rates, and real stock market appreciation. Real wealth accumulation 
also exhibits strong current and lagged wealth effects on housing prices 
in that sample.

According to macroeconomic theory, consumption is an increasing 
function of labor income and wealth. A considerable body of literature 
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has been devoted to investigating the relationship between wealth and 
demand for consumption. Mankiw and Zeldes (1991) for example, focus 
on the consumption patterns of stockholders and non-stockholders. That 
study uncovers the evidence that stockholders’ consumption is more vola-
tile and more highly correlated with the stock market. Similarly Poterba 
(2000) investigates the effects of increased stock market wealth on house-
hold consumption behavior. In that study the evidence suggests that rising 
stock market surely leads to higher levels of consumer spending. Never-
theless, studies that concentrate on the linkages between financial wealth 
and housing demand, consumption, and prices have not been numerous.

In this sense, this study aims to contribute to a better understanding 
of the linkages between regional housing markets and financial wealth. It 
also includes an international dimension by examining the potential ef-
fects of Mexican financial conditions on the housing market in the border 
metropolitan economy of El Paso, Texas. It well known that cross-border 
economic conditions affect many sectors within metropolitan economies 
in the United States (Fullerton, 2001; Adkisson and Zimmerman, 2004; 
Fullerton, Molina, and Pisani, 2009). Documenting empirical evidence of 
those linkages sometimes proves to be a difficult task (Fullerton, 1998; Ful-
lerton, Molina, and Ibarreche, 2007). Whether that is the case for border 
region housing markets has not previously been examined.

Data and Methodology

In many previous studies, econometric models of the dynamics of regio-
nal housing demand and prices have included factors such as mortgage 
interest rates, income levels, and employment rates as important expla-
natory variables (Reichert, 1990; Hendershott and Abraham, 1992). Also 
expressing housing demand and prices as functions of changes in finan-
cial wealth is a relatively newer approach (Green, 2002; He, 2002; Jud 
and Winkler, 2002; Ullah and Zhou 2003). To date, an analysis of wealth 
effects on the El Paso housing market has not been completed. To do so ac-
curately probably requires inclusion of economic variables from Mexico. It 
should be pointed out that real estate investment flows in this market are 
commonly assumed to go from south to north. That assumption does not 
hold for other border regions such as Baja California, where substantial 
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real estate investment flows are attracted from San Diego and other cities 
in Southern California.

The following two-equation model describes the behavior of El Paso 
housing market. It is based on Jud and Winkler (2002) and Reichert (1990). 
Variables employed in it are defined in Table 1. The sample bounds are 
determined by data availability. The variables are from the University of 
Texas at El Paso Border Region Modeling Project (Fullerton and Tinajero, 
2003).

 log QD
t = b0 + b1logPt + b2logIt + b3logPOPt + b4logYt + b5logWt +

 b6logEt + b7logSt + b8logXt + ut (1)

 log QS
t = λ0 + λ1logPt + λ2logIt + λ3logCt + vt  (2)

Equations 1 and 2 represent housing demand and supply in El Paso. 
QD is the demand for housing during time period t, QS is the supply of 
housing during time period t. Except where noted, all data are from the 
United States. P is the real price of housing, Y is real personal income, pop 
is population, I is the real mortgage interest rate, W is real financial wealth 
in El Paso measured by the S&P 500 metropolitan index, E is the employ-
ment rate, S is annual private savings in Ciudad Juarez, Mexico, X is a real 

Table 1
Variable Definitions

Variable Definition Unit
RHP El Paso Real Housing Price U.S. Dollars

I Real Mortgage Interest Rate Percent

POP El Paso Population Persons

Y El Paso Real Personal Income U.S. Dollars

W Financial Wealth U.S. Dollars

E Employment Rate Percent

S Savings in Ciudad Juarez Billions of Pesos

X Real Exchange Rate Peso/Dollar

C Real Construction Costs U.S. Dollars
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exchange rate index for Mexico, and C is real construction costs. Random 
error terms are represented by u and v.

The savings variable (S) is included in the model in order to measure 
the direct effects of changes in private wealth in Ciudad Juarez on housing 
prices in El Paso. The inclusion of savings variable in the model as a wealth 
indicator recognizes that direct changes in private wealth are caused by the 
changes in private savings (Kennedy, 1978). The approach utilized to cal-
culate changes in private savings in Ciudad Juarez involves subtracting na-
tional private consumption expenditures from national disposable income 
(Dagenais, 1992) and multiplying this figure by the Ciudad Juarez share of 
total population of Mexico. Changes in wealth in Ciudad Juarez will affect 
the volume of assets available for meeting down payment requirements on 
housing units that are to be purchased on the north side of the river in El 
Paso (Smith, Rosen, and Fallis, 1988; Klein and Rosengren, 1994).

The real exchange rate variable (X) is included in the model in order 
to account for the potential effects of variations in the purchasing power 
of Mexican nationals on housing prices and the volume of home sales in 
El Paso. The rationale for the use of this variable is that fluctuations in 
Mexican purchasing power affect retail and economic activity in El Paso 
(Fullerton, 2001). By extension, real exchange rate changes will also af-
fect the ability of Mexican housing investors to meet mortgage payment 
obligations in El Paso.

Because all variables in the model are logarithmically transformed 
prior to parameter estimation, regression coefficients in the supply and 
demand equations measure the elasticities of supply and demand with re-
spect to the various explanatory variables employed. For instance, b1 rep-
resents the price elasticity of housing demand and b2 measures mortgage 
interest rate elasticity of housing demand. Similar housing market models 
have been employed in several other empirical studies of the demand for 
residential real estate (Jud and Winkler, 2002; Reichert, 1990).

When the housing market is in equilibrium,

 QD
t = QS

t  (3)

Substitution of Equation 1 and Equation 2 into Equation 3 yields a 
reduced form equation:
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 log Pt = [(b0 – λ0) + (b2 – λ2)logIt + b3logPOPt + b4logYt + b5logWt +
 b6logEt + b7logSt + b8logXt – λ3logCt + (ut – vt)] / (b1 - λ1) (4)

Equation 4 provides a more succinct expression for the housing price 
equation to be estimated:

 log Pt = p0 + p1logIt + p2logPOPt + p3logYt + p4logWt + p5logEt +
 p6logSt + p7logXt – p8logCt + et  (5)

As summarized in Table 2, most of the explanatory variables in Equa-
tion 5 are assumed to have positive coefficients associated with them. The 
expected sign of the parameter for the real mortgage rate variable is inde-
terminate. When interest rates increase, the housing demand curve shifts 
downward and to the left, but the housing supply curve shifts upward and 
to the left. The net impact on housing prices depends on the relative shifts 
of the demand and supply curves (Jud and Winkler, 2002). The coefficient 
for the real exchange rate variable has a negative hypothesized sign due 
to the fact that depreciation of the Mexican peso weakens the purchas-
ing power of Mexican nationals and this is expected to cause a decline in 
housing demand in El Paso.

In addition to the housing price model, a complementary econometric 
model for single-family housing sales in El Paso is defined in Equation 6. 
It is based on He (2002) and employs same independent variables as the 
variables shown in Equation 1, exclusive of the population and employ-
ment rate regressors. The dependent variable (hs), represents the number 

Table 2
Reduced Form Price Equation Parameters

Parameter Hypothesized Sign Parameter Hypothesized Sign
p0 = (b0 – λ0)/(b1 – λ1) p5 = b6/(b1 – λ1) +

p1 = (b2 – λ2)/(b1 – λ1) Indeterminate p6 = b7/(b1 – λ1) +

p2 = b3/(b1 – λ1) + p7 = b8/(b1 – λ1) -

p3 = b4/(b1 – λ1) + p8 = l3/(b1 – λ1) +

p4 = b5/(b1 – λ1) +
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of existing housing units sold annually in El Paso. Analogous to Equa-
tions 1 and 2, variables employed in Equation 6 are also logarithmically 
transformed. Its estimated regression coefficients, therefore, measure the 
elasticity of housing sales with respect to the various explanatory variables 
included in the model.

 log HSt = q0 + q1logPt + q2logIt + q3logYt + q4logWt + 
 q5logSt + q6logXt + zt (6)

As highlighted in Table 3, three of the eight slope parameters in Equa-
tion 6, namely the coefficients for the real price, real mortgage interest 
rate, and real exchange rate variables are hypothesized to be negative. In-
creasing house prices imply higher costs for home buyers, which are very 
likely to cause declines in housing sales. This effect becomes even more 
pronounced when increasing house prices lead to higher down payment 
requirements (He, 2002). Thus, the expected sign of the regression coef-
ficient for the real price variable is negative.

Mortgage rate movements significantly influence housing market ac-
tivity by altering the qualifying levels of incomes for home buyers (Dua, 
Miller and Smyth, 1999). Therefore, an inverse relationship between 
housing sales and mortgage interest rates is expected as well. The real ex-
change rate variable (X) is also assumed to have a negative sign due to the 
adverse effects of depreciations on the abilities of Mexican home buyers to 

Table 3
Housing Sales Equation Parameters

Parameter Hypothesized Sign

q0 

q1 -

q2 -

q3 +

q4 +

q5 +

q6 -
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meet mortgage and down payment requirements in El Paso or other cities 
on the north side of the border (Fullerton, 2001).

Annual savings in Ciudad Juarez (S) and the S&P 500 metropolitan 
index for El Paso (epw) are utilized in the house sales equation as wealth 
indicators in order to determine the extent to which housing sales in El 
Paso are sensitive to wealth fluctuations in both metropolitan economies. 
The S&P metropolitan index is the S&P 500 stock index, adjusted by the 
dividend, interest, and rent to total income ratio for El Paso relative to that 
of the United States (Chen, 2004). The slope parameter associated with 
the S&P 500 metropolitan index variable is expected to be positive. This 
assumption is consistent with the hypothesis that higher stock returns help 
potential home buyers accumulate savings for down payments (He, 2002). 
Similarly, the expected sign of the savings variable (S) is positive since an-
nual savings represent additions to the wealth stock and increasing wealth 
in Ciudad Juarez is expected to stimulate housing sales in El Paso.

Empirical Results

The central hypothesis being tested is that housing sales and prices in 
El Paso are affected by fluctuations in the wealth of El Paso and Ciudad 
Juarez residents in a manner similar to that of other metropolitan resi-
dential real estate markets as reported in earlier studies (He, 2002; Green, 
2002; Jud and Winkler, 2002). To analyze that possibility, several different 
regression equations are estimated using least squares regression techni-
ques. Since stock and price adjustments may take more than a year, auto-
regressive (ar) and moving average (ma) terms with more than one lag are 
employed in some of the equation specifications.

The vast majority of the single-family housing stock in any metro-
politan economy is comprised by previously built structures. In Table 
4, parameter estimates for equations in which the dependent variable is 
the median price for resale houses are shown in Columns 2 and 3. Both 
specifications are based upon the framework shown in Equation 6. The 
first model includes real mortgage rate, real personal income, wealth in El 
Paso, savings in Ciudad Juarez, population, the real exchange rate, and 
the construction cost index as independent variables. The model explains 
88.5 percent of the variation in the dependent variable, real El Paso re-
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Table 4
Estimated Logarithmic Housing Price Equations

Median Real El 
Paso Resale 

Housing Price

Median Real El 
Paso Resale 

Housing Price

Median Real 
El Paso New 

Housing Price

Median Real 
El Paso New 

Housing Price

Median Real 
El Paso New 

Housing Price

Constant 6.0668 
(5.4600)

4.0093* 
(1.8677)

11.3977 
(8.1097)

2.5228 
(4.2250)

3.2367 
(4.4574)

Real Mortgage 
Interest Rate (I)

0.0092 
(0.0178)

0.0192 
(0.0146)

-0.0380 
(0.0264)

-0.0083 
(0.0247)

-.0025 
(0.0240)

Real Personal 
Income (Y)

-0.0952 
(0.2648)

-0.1094 
(0.2052)

-0.2717 
(0.3933

-0.1434 
(0.3159)

-0.2565 
(0.3114)

El Paso Wealth 
(EPW)

-0.0963* 
(0.0349)

-0.1180* 
(0.0330)

-0.0391 
(0.0519)

-0.0386 
(0.0486)

Savings in 
Ciudad Juarez 

(S)

0.1560* 
(0.0320)

0.2130* 
(0.0170)

0.0387 
(0.0475)

Real Exchange 
Rate (X)

0.0902 
(0.0686)

0.1593* 
(0.0442)

0.0197 
(0.1018)

-0.0655 
(0.0598)

-0.0740 
(0.0583)

Local 
Employment 

Rate (E)

0.5843 
(0.6919)

-0.2853 
(1.0276)

0.8957 
(0.6841)

0.9266 
(0.6886)

El Paso 
Population 

(POP)

-0.6424 
(0.5966)

-0.4454 
(0.8861)

Real 
Construction 
Costs (CC)

0.3570* 
(0.1563)

0.1145 
(0.1287)

0.4225 
(0.2321)

0.0651 
(0.2708)

0.1022 
(0.2953)

ar(1) 0.6263* 
(0.2051)

0.6623* 
(0.1846)

ar(4) -0.5269* 
(0.1787)

Observations 33 28 33 31 31

Std. Err. Rgrsn. 0.0324 0.0260 0.0481 0.0371 0.0368

Sum Sq. Resid. 0.0252 0.0135 0.0556 0.0316 0.03249

Log likelihood 71.6026 67.1669 58.5472 62.7795 62.3566

Mean Dep. Var. 4.5150 4.5100 4.6472 4.6522 4.6522

Std. Dvn. Dep. 
Var. 0.0829 0.0849 0.0661 0.0601 0.0601

Akaike crit. -3.7941 -4.2262 -3.0029 -3.5342 -3.5714

Schwartz crit. -3.3860 -3.8456 -2.5947 -3.1641 -3.2476

DW 1.5875 2.6031 1.3042 1.91159 1.8885

F-stastistic 23.1822* 38.2742* 4.5464 7.9789* 9.3443*

R2 0.8472 0.9062 0.6025 0.6195 0.6253

* significant at 5% level Standard errors in parentheses
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sale housing price. The F-statistic suggests that variables employed in the 
model are jointly significant at the 1-percent confidence level. Although 
not shown in Column 2 of Table 4, the autocorrelation function for the 
residuals has a low Q-statistic associated with it. That indicates that the 
model successfully accounts for the systematic variations in real housing 
prices in El Paso.

Four of the eight independent variables, namely real personal income, 
wealth in El Paso, population, and the real exchange rate have coefficients 
whose signs are counterintuitive. Moreover only the savings, El Paso 
wealth, and construction cost variables have statistically significant coef-
ficients. The wealth elasticity of new houses in El Paso is negative 0.0963 
and this coefficient is significant at the 1-percent level. The unexpected 
negative sign for the coefficient attached to the El Paso wealth variable may 
suggest that, as the returns on stock investments increase, housing invest-
ments decline. That is consistent with the findings of Goetzman, (1993). 
The coefficient for the savings variable shows that a 1-percent change 
in annual wealth accumulation in Ciudad Juarez brings about a positive 
0.156 percent change in the resale prices of existing single-family houses 
in El Paso. Not unexpectedly, the results from the different models exhibit 
sensitivity to specification changes. Still, the international variable, Ciu-
dad, Juarez savings, is shown to exercise a statistically significant impact 
on El Paso house prices. Column 2 of Table 4 further indicates that a one 
percent change in construction costs generates a 0.356 percent change in 
single-family housing prices.

The second specification for median resale unit prices in El Paso in-
cludes a real mortgage rate, real personal income, wealth in El Paso and 
Ciudad Juarez, the real exchange rate, and the construction cost index as 
explanatory variables. This version is estimated in order to observe the 
changes in model parameters in the absence of two insignificant explana-
tory variables as well as a correction for autocorrelated residuals. When the 
population and employment rate variables are dropped from the model, 
the explanatory power of the model slightly decreases and an F-test rejects 
the hypothesis that these explanatory variables are jointly equal to zero. 
Results for this specification are shown in Column 3 of Table 4.

Following the exclusion of the population and employment rate variables, 
the general nature of the relationship between the dependent variable and 
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independent variables stays the same. Real mortgage rate, real personal 
income, and construction cost parameters are insignificant. Moreover, the 
real personal income parameter estimate maintains its counterintuitive 
negative sign. The variable representing wealth in El Paso and the real 
exchange rate variable have significant coefficients at the 1-percent level, 
but also with algebraic signs that run counter to those hypothesized. The 
estimated coefficients for the two international variables, S and X, when 
both included in the model, again fail to satisfy the 5-percent significance 
criterion with respect to housing price movements in El Paso.

Columns 2 and 3 of Table 4 indicate that the mortgage rate, personal 
income, and population variables do not affect the prices of existing houses 
in El Paso in statistically reliable manners. These results are at odds with 
previous studies investigating the behavior of existing house prices (Jud 
and Winkler, 2002; Ullah and Zhou, 2003). Column 2 reports a coefficient 
for the construction cost variable is positive and significant. This result is 
consistent with Jud and Winkler (2002), but the coefficient in Column 2 is 
large relative to coefficient reported in that study.

Previous studies (Jud and Winkler, 2002; Green, 2002; Ullah and 
Zhou, 2003) report that current or lagged financial wealth have a positive 
and statistically significant, albeit modest, effect on the prices of existing 
houses. Contrary to those studies, a negative relationship between the fi-
nancial wealth of El Paso residents and prices of existing houses is reported 
in Columns 2 and 3 of Table 4. Goetzman (1993) reports a negative cor-
relation between equity market and housing investments and states that 
housing provides a hedge against fluctuations in the financial markets. 
The negative coefficient for the El Paso wealth variable may reflect such a 
relationship.

 In order to explore which factors affect the prices of newly built hous-
es in El Paso, three different model specifications are utilized. The first 
equation employs real mortgage rate, real personal income, real exchange 
rate, savings in Juarez, wealth in El Paso, local employment rate, popula-
tion, and construction cost variables. Results for the first specification are 
shown in Column 4 of Table 4. The equation explains sixty percent of the 
variation in the prices of new houses and the F-statistic indicates that the 
variables included in the model are jointly significant. Low t-statistics and 
high standard errors associated with almost all of the independent variables 
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suggest that multicollinearity is present. A correlogram of residuals and a 
low Q-statistic value indicate that the model successfully accounts for sys-
tematic movements in the residuals.

None of the parameters shown in Column 4, including that for construc-
tion costs, satisfy the 5-percent criterion. Beyond that, the real personal 
income, real exchange rate, El Paso wealth, population, and employment 
rate coefficients exhibit counterintuitive signs. While not significant at the 
5-percent level, coefficients for the variables representing wealth in El 
Paso and Ciudad Juarez have the hypothesized arithmetic signs. Because 
of these results, two additional specifications are estimated with subsets of 
the variables utilized in Column 4.

An important difference between the equations estimated for the prices 
of new and resale units is that the coefficients for the real mortgage rate 
variable display opposite algebraic signs. Negative coefficients for the real 
mortgage rate variable appear in Columns 4, 5, and 6. Those outcomes in-
dicate that, for new houses in El Paso, shifts in the housing demand curve 
in response to changes in the real mortgage rate are larger than those of 
the housing supply curve. In the equations for the prices of existing houses, 
that movement is in the opposite direction (Jud and Winkler, 2002). That 
is, changes in the real mortgage rate causes larger shifts in the housing 
supply curve than in the housing demand curve. However, it should be 
noted that, for both sets of equations, estimated coefficients for the real 
mortgage rate variable are insignificant and undermine the reliability of 
these interpretations.

A second specification for the price of new structures is estimated in 
order to see whether the effects of multicollinearity can be isolated when 
the insignificant El Paso population and Ciudad Juarez savings variables 
are excluded. Not surprisingly, it also includes an autoregressive term. Ex-
planatory variables in Column 5 model account for seventy percent of the 
variation in the dependent variable. Coefficients for all of the independent 
variables in Column 5 are also statistically indistinguishable from zero. 
Furthermore, the real personal income and wealth in El Paso parameters 
have counter intuitive signs. It is seems clear that significant multicol-
linearity remains in this specification. Remaining independent variables 
yield the hypothesized arithmetic signs. The results for the third specifica-
tion are shown in Column 6.
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The third equation estimated for the median new price employs all 
the independent variables included in the previous specification except 
for the wealth in El Paso variable. This model specification is estimated in 
order to see whether the El Paso wealth variable affects the degree of mul-
ticollinearity observed in the prior specifications. With the exclusion of El 
Paso wealth, the explanatory power of the model is almost unchanged. 
The reported F-statistic indicates that variables included are jointly signifi-
cant at the 1-percent confidence level. None of the explanatory variables 
included are statistically significant, but they yield the hypothesized alge-
braic signs except for the real personal income variable. From a border 
perspective, a ten percent loss in the real currency value of the peso results 
in a 0.7 percent decline in the inflation adjusted price of new single-family 
dwellings in El Paso.

To summarize, some of the housing price results in Table 4 corroborate 
subsets of the outcomes from earlier housing market studies, but many do 
not or are simply insignificant. In both equations for the median prices 
of existing structures, increases in real wealth in Ciudad Juarez are as-
sociated with higher residential real estate values in El Paso. Given all of 
the institutional impediments that affect cross-border economic interac-
tions, the relationships shown in both equations are inelastic, as expected. 
Elasticity estimates for the real peso index are either counter intuitive or 
insignificant.

Five different model specifications are also employed to determine 
which variables, including the cross-border measures, exercise significant 
effects on housing sales in El Paso. The first specification includes the real 
mortgage rate, real personal income, the real exchange rate, real wealth 
estimates for El Paso, real savings in Ciudad Juarez, and the median sales 
price to explain changes in home sales. Parameter estimates and measures 
of model fit for the first specification are shown in Column 2 of Table 5.

As expected, the real mortgage rate has a negative impact on housing 
sales. The real mortgage rate elasticity of housing sales is estimated as 
negative 0.177 and this estimate is statistically significant at the 5-percent 
level. In addition, it is found that a one percent change in real personal 
income generates a 0.84 percent change in housing sales in the same 
direction. This coefficient is also significant at the 5-percent level. Re-
sults in Column 5 further suggest that changes in the real exchange rate, 
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Table 5
Estimated Logarithmic Housing Sales Equations

El Paso 
 Housing Sales

El Paso 
Housing Sales

El Paso 
Housing Sales

El Paso 
Housing Sales

El Paso 
Housing Sales

Constant -11.9758* 
(3.6139)

-11.8356* 
(2.2254)

-11.7160* 
(2.6615)

-11.8299* 
(2.1614)

-11.7660* 
(2.1111)

Real Mortgage 
Interest Rate (I)

-0.1770* 
(0.0837)

0.3278* 
(0.0510)

-0.1910* 
(0.0767)

-0.3343* 
(0.0473)

-0.4311* 
(0.0606)

Real Personal 
Income (Y)

0.8426* 
(0.3000)

0.8894* 
(0.1288)

0.8785* 
(0.2533)

0.89213* 
(0.1255)

0.8786* 
(0.1962)

El Paso Wealth 
(EPW)

0.1686 
(0.1904)

0.2123* 
(0.0759)

0.2298* 
(0.1047)

0.2003* 
(0.0672)

0.2188* 
(0.0951)

Savings in 
Ciudad Juarez 

(S)

0.2651 
(0.2193)

0.0779 
(0.1089)

0.1094 
(0.0740)

Real Exchange 
Rate (X)

0.1603 
(0.3012)

-0.0593 
(0.1402)

-0.3804* 
(0.1329)

Median Real 
Housing Sales 

Price (RHP)

0.6956 
(0.9279)

1.0811* 
(0.5184)

1.4524* 
(0.2592)

0.9829* 
(0.44330)

1.1807* 
(0.3416)

ar(1) -0.3988 
(0.2224)

ar(3) -0.3906* 
(0.1119)

-0.3816* 
(0.1078)

ma(1) 0.1300* 
(0.0542)

0.9548* 
(0.0234)

ma(3) 0.8768* 
(0.0590)

-0.9299* 
(0.0419)

0.8753 
(0.0630)

Observations 29 26 29 26 28

Stand. Err. 
Rgrsn. 0.1465 0.0573 0.0795 0.0560 0.0780

Sum Sq. Resid. 0.4722 0.0558 0.1327 0.0564 0.1279

Log likelihood 18.5558 42.9773 36.9574 42.8310 35.7142.20595

Mean Dep. Var. 2.1873 2.2207 2.1873 2.2207 0.3243

St. Dvn. Dep. 
Var. 0.3338 0.3317 0.3338 0.3317 0.3243

Akaike crit. -0.7970 -2.6136 -1.9971 -2.6793 -2.0510

Schwartz crit. -0.4669 -2.1781 -1.6199 -2.2922 -1.7180

DW 1.1245 1.9258 1.3040 1.9844 1.9337

F-stastistic 20.5626* 102.5986* 67.5249* 122.7341* 74.2333*

R2 0.8074 0.9702 0.9433 0.9715 0.9421

* significant at 5% level Standard errors in parentheses
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real wealth from the both sides of the border, and the real sales price do 
not exert statistically significant effects on the sales of existing houses in 
El Paso. However, the F-statistic suggests that variables included in the 
model are jointly significant, so multicollinearity may be present. That 
problem may account for the insignificance of the two international vari-
ables (S and X), as well as the unexpected sign on sales price (rhp). The 
Durbin-Watson test generates inconclusive results for the presence of first 
order serial correlation, but a residuals correlogram points to higher or-
der autocorrelation.

The second specification for El Paso housing sales includes an ar(3) and 
an ma(3) serial correlation correction terms in addition to the explanatory 
variables included in the first specification. With the inclusion of the ar(3) 
and ma(3) terms, the coefficient of determination, adjusted for degrees of 
freedom, increases substantially, indicating that the explanatory power of 
the second specification is higher. The F-statistic and log-likelihood values 
corroborate this statement. Regression results for the second equation are 
shown in Column 3 of Table 5.

In the second model, the real mortgage rate elasticity of housing sales 
in El Paso changes from -0.177 to -0.3278 and the latter coefficient is sig-
nificant at the 5-percent level. A one percent change in real personal in-
come yields a 0.889 percent change in housing sales in the same direction. 
That parameter is also significant at the 5-percent level. The estimated pa-
rameter for real wealth in El Paso also satisfies the 5-percent significance 
criterion with the hypothesized arithmetic sign. Both of the international 
variables, real savings in Ciudad Juarez and the real exchange rate index, 
exhibit the expected signs, but are significant. The elasticities for both of 
the latter coefficients are inelastic, as should be the case for each.

The coefficient for the sales price in column 3 of Table 5 is also sig-
nificant, but does not have the expected sign. The price elasticity of sales 
of existing houses is found to be positive 1.081. This implies that more 
units will sell when residential real estate prices appreciate in el Paso (He, 
2002). A possible explanation is that investors seeking potential capital 
gains, plus favorable tax treatment of those gains, enter the real estate 
market when they observe higher housing prices (Ullah and Zhou, 2003). 
In addition, there may be a simultaneity issue with regard to the price 
variable (Reichert, 1990).
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In the specification shown in Column 4, the variable (S) for annual 
changes in the aggregate wealth of Ciudad Juarez residents, is removed 
and ma(1) and an ma(3) terms are included. This specification is estimated 
in order to examine whether multicollinearity is reduced when the savings 
variable is excluded. The explanatory power of the model still exceeds 94.3 
percent of the variation in the dependent variable. The F-statistic indicates 
that the remaining variables are jointly significant at the 1-percent confi-
dence level. An autocorrelation function indicates that the equation does 
not fail to explain any systematic movement in the dependent variable.

The results in Column 4 are broadly similar to those of Column 3, but 
the coefficient for the real exchange rate variable becomes significant at 
the 5-percent confidence level and exhibits the hypothesized sign. This 
result lends support to the possibility that multicollinearity exists between 
real savings in Ciudad Juarez and the inflation adjusted exchange rate 
for Mexico. The real exchange rate elasticity of housing sales is estimated 
as -0.38, implying that housing sales in El Paso are fairly sensitive to cur-
rency market fluctuations. Column 4 indicates that the real exchange rate 
does play a role in determining the number of houses sold in El Paso in 
the manner suggested as possible by standard economic theory. The real 
price coefficient is still positive and significant at the 5-percent level. The 
estimated parameter for wealth in El Paso has the expected sign and satis-
fies the 5-percent significance criterion. The real mortgage rate and real 
personal income variables also exhibit the respective signs hypothesized 
and are statistically different from zero.

To further examine the question of multicollinearity, a fourth specifi-
cation is developed in order to observe the changes in the model param-
eters when the real exchange rate variable (X) is excluded. As regressors, 
this specification includes real mortgage rate (I), real personal income 
in El Paso (Y), savings in Ciudad Juarez (S), wealth in El Paso (W), and 
real price of housing (rhp) variables to account for variations in sales of 
single-family homes in El Paso. Also, ar(3) and ma(3) terms are included 
to correct for serially correlated residuals. Again, the coefficient of de-
termination, adjusted for degrees of freedom, exceeds 97.1 percent. The 
F-statistic indicates that explanatory variables are jointly significant at the 
1-percent level. Results for the fourth housing sales equation are shown in 
Column 5 of Table 5.
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The real mortgage rate and real personal income parameters have the 
expected signs and also satisfy the 5-percent significance criterion. The coef-
ficient for the variable representing wealth fluctuations in El Paso is also sig-
nificant at the 5-percent confidence level and has the hypothesized algebraic 
sign. The savings variable for Ciudad Juarez (S) again has a coefficient that 
does not quite reach the 5-percent confidence level, but its algebraic sign is 
positive as expected and its magnitude is inelastic as should be the case for 
real estate market that is truncated by an international boundary. Consistent 
with the results for the first three equations in Table 5, the coefficient for the 
real price variable is also positive and significantly different from zero.

The last equation developed to examine the behavior of housing sales 
in El Paso excludes both the savings and the real exchange rate variables 
and includes ar(1) and ma(1) autocorrelation correction terms. This speci-
fication is estimated in order to see what happens to model parameters 
when both international variables are removed. As shown in Column 6, 
the adjusted coefficient of determination associated with this model ex-
ceeds 0.942. Given the high F-statistic, independent variables included 
in the model are jointly significant. While the different specifications are 
not completely comparable due to the different forms of serial correlation 
correction, the overall fit of the model does not suffer too severely with 
exclusion of the international variables. Although there does appear to be 
significant multicollinearity between savings in Ciudad, Juarez and the 
real exchange rate, a model specification including only the real exchange 
rate provides, arguably, the best fit. This result provides at least partial, if 
not conclusive, evidence that economic fluctuations in Mexico impact sales 
of existing single-family houses in El Paso.

Consistent with the earlier specifications, the real mortgage rate and 
real personal income coefficients are significant at the 5-percent confi-
dence level and they exhibit the hypothesized signs. Once again, the real 
price coefficient maintains its unexpected positive sign and, in line with 
other model specifications, this effect is significant. The magnitudes of the 
various parameters shown in Column 6 are comparable to those in the 
other specifications.

In general, model specifications developed to explain the sales of exis 
ting houses in El Paso suggest that personal income and housing price pos-
itively affect the sales and these effects are statistically significant. There is 
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a negative relationship between housing sales and the real mortgage rate. 
The effect of the financial wealth on housing sales is positive and statisti-
cally significant. Those results, in a border housing market context, are 
consistent with the findings of He (2002). Inclusion of the cross-border 
Ciudad Juarez savings and real peso exchange rate variables appear war-
ranted by the evidence shown in Table 5. Exclusion of these international 
variables would likely reduce the simulation reliability of such an equation 
for a border housing market.

Conclusion

The study at hand attempts to explain and quantify the effects of fluctua-
tions in the wealth of El Paso and Ciudad Juarez residents on the prices 
and sales of houses in El Paso. To date, various studies have analyzed the 
relationships between financial wealth and housing markets for other re-
gions. None of the earlier studies involve international components such 
as those included in this effort.

 For El Paso, a data set that includes prices for new and existing houses, 
plus sales of existing single-family units, is employed to determine how 
wealth fluctuations affect the housing market. Real financial wealth of El 
Paso residents is measured by the S&P 500 metropolitan index. In or-
der to measure the direct effects of changes in private wealth in Ciudad 
Juarez, Mexico on housing prices in El Paso, the annual changes of private 
savings in Mexico is utilized. In addition, a real peso-dollar exchange rate 
index is used to account for changes in the purchasing power of Mexican 
nationals in the border region.

To account for movements in real prices of new and resale units, a 
reduced form equation is developed. Parameter estimation is carried out 
using generalized least squares regression. Empirical results are mixed and 
frequently deviate from those reported in other studies. Limited evidence 
of a linkage between real savings in Ciudad Juarez and median resale 
unit housing prices in El Paso is uncovered. Equations are also estimated 
for sales of existing single-family structures. Results for these equations 
more closely match those reported for other markets. Similar to the price 
models, only limited evidence of cross-border links to the El Paso housing 
market is obtained.
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Although the empirical results for El Paso differ from those reported in 
previous studies, they may be representative for other border economies 
with similar socio-economic characteristics. Additional research regarding 
wealth effects from both sides of the border for other areas as Laredo or 
McAllen may prove beneficial. Also, if better and more detailed measures 
of regional wealth become available in the future, border housing market 
wealth effects may eventually be quantified with better accuracy. Finally, 
the employment of alternative estimation strategies such as least absolute 
deviations might prove useful for border metropolitan economies char-
acterized by relatively high degrees of volatility. The limited evidence re-
ported in this study indicates that firm evidence of cross-border housing 
market linkages may be difficult to track down. Given the highly regulated 
nature of mortgage markets, that may be a logical outcome in other bor-
der residential real estate sectors, as well.
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Data Appendix

YEAR
Real Median
 New Price

Real Median
 Resale Price

Number of
Existing Units Sold

El Paso
 Real Personal Income

1970 87.607 85.672  4267.227
1971 91.070 89.425  4501.590
1972 98.066 94.907  4730.730
1973 111.460 98.762  5119.007
1974 109.669 97.386  5243.109
1975 106.066 95.135 5.296 5105.289
1976 109.142 94.039 6.987 5427.752
1977 110.305 96.357 8.027 5627.867
1978 117.185 102.161 10.192 5916.630
1979 117.022 103.558 9.568 6251.056
1980 113.188 108.449 8.562 6325.117
1981 117.669 112.842 7.417 7103.314
1982 106.251 104.004 5.523 7265.440
1983 104.828 97.085 6.196 7488.817
1984 107.516 97.692 6.293 7914.880
1985 102.153 91.316 6.081 8295.449
1986 104.186 90.864 6.197 8442.446
1987 107.883 88.190 6.755 8505.300
1988 107.591 85.512 7.699 8782.688
1989 111.449 86.016 7.372 9222.682
1990 106.696 83.100 8.374 9577.395
1991 100.243 83.289 8.536 9532.258
1992 97.123 82.891 8.605 10204.071
1993 102.294 86.129 9.254 10457.243
1994 105.440 88.559 9.583 10845.483
1995 98.908 83.157 9.214 11169.250
1996 101.995 85.804 9.773 11321.283
1997 98.711 84.105 10.436 11968.932
1998 99.619 85.802 12.677 12542.961
1999 100.324 85.155 15.244 12714.180
2000 99.405 85.084 14.102 13367.175
2001 102.524 89.137 14.901 13800.716
2002 101.494 89.651 15.464 14304.252
2003 103.341 92.032 19.181 14568.000
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YEAR
El Paso

Population
El Paso

 Employment Rate
Real Exchange 

 Rate Index
Real Mortgage

 Rate
1970 360.462 95.102 90.762 3.558
1971 369.189 95.246 89.695 3.340
1972 378.364 95.193 88.249 4.002
1973 398.203 94.260 83.743 2.386
1974 411.532 93.438 75.051 -1.286
1975 427.292 91.045 71.229 0.621
1976 440.333 89.233 80.396 3.275
1977 450.007 88.192 97.620 2.378
1978 460.611 90.715 89.616 2.371
1979 472.343 92.095 84.535 1.809
1980 483.711 90.780 76.635 1.802
1981 497.523 91.024 71.359 5.313
1982 511.892 88.929 112.436 9.102
1983 521.038 87.718 120.223 7.924
1984 529.668 90.268 105.380 8.289
1985 538.809 89.171 106.612 7.982
1986 549.592 88.481 139.069 7.546
1987 559.479 89.264 145.238 5.646
1988 568.804 89.284 112.001 5.033
1989 580.982 89.688 105.944 5.527
1990 595.350 88.400 100.701 5.220
1991 608.206 88.300 91.571 5.492
1992 619.138 88.300 83.705 5.207
1993 634.044 89.200 78.764 4.783
1994 646.181 89.600 85.003 5.272
1995 654.250 89.600 121.255 5.605
1996 656.482 88.400 108.273 5.530
1997 665.066 88.900 99.465 5.924
1998 671.250 89.800 103.108 6.117
1999 675.397 90.600 96.502 5.288
2000 681.700 91.800 90.731 4.913
2001 688.071 91.800 88.017 4.805
2002 695.123 91.300 87.475 4.936
2003 705.436 90.600 95.102 3.832
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YEAR
Ciudad Juárez
Real Savings

El Paso
 Real Wealth

Construction
Cost Index

1970 1277.767 70.603 0.177

1971 1236.293 83.528 0.187

1972 1372.549 95.103 0.201

1973 1599.891 92.003 0.220

1974 1762.499 70.973 0.242

1975 1883.839 76.050 0.264

1976 1859.593 88.143 0.281

1977 1486.181 83.950 0.310

1978 1673.446 82.190 0.352

1979 1913.900 85.850 0.395

1980 1973.182 99.825 0.436

1981 2119.185 100.970 0.466

1982 1316.053 97.415 0.480

1983 982.880 128.165 0.493

1984 1023.376 128.743 0.512

1985 1086.423 155.063 0.522

1986 552.216 197.353 0.546

1987 677.037 244.488 0.571

1988 653.828 225.073 0.594

1989 737.815 279.973 0.618

1990 829.199 311.838 0.638

1991 914.332 306.285 0.643

1992 971.262 333.820 0.656

1993 1020.967 358.105 0.688

1994 1051.891 355.055 0.719

1995 755.866 416.295 0.750

1996 1005.291 525.405 0.765

1997 1345.755 705.268 0.787

1998 1240.939 902.980 0.807

1999 1449.301 1093.340 0.844

2000 1730.351 1163.555 0.883

2001 1575.996 879.730 0.927

2002 1723.936 731.803 0.953

2003 1686.600 724.373 1.000


